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From Our President:  

September has finally arrived and this month generally recognizes 
several occasions.  Most prominent is to honor the labor movement in America 
by celebrating labor.  Becoming an official federal holiday in 1894, Labor Day 
today also signifies the beginning of the end of the summer season.  As the sun 
starts to set earlier each evening and as students return to school, abet a 
different version this year, these events remind us that fall is quickly 
approaching.  But we all know that September and October still have plenty of 
warm sunny days ahead to continue gardening with our succulents.   

One of my favorite fall activities is the apple season/celebration taking 
place in Oak Glen.  With this ongoing pandemic, I’m curious as to what changes 
or improvising will occur.  Hope I can still get my cider and turnover.  Another 
ongoing activity that all of us can continue to experience is the CSSA bi-weekly 
webinars.  The eight previous webinars have been well-attended by people, 
literally, from all over the world- Asia, Europe, South America.  As a reminder, 
Buck Hemenway is tentatively scheduled as the speaker for the September 19th 
CSSA webinar.  I’m sure we’ll get a glimpse of Yvonne as well, so don’t miss 
this one.  Registration information will be available on the CSSA website after 
the September 5th  webinar with Tom Glavich. 

Because practically all of the scheduled club’s cactus/succulent shows 
and sales have been canceled this year, members have discovered other 
opportunities to view gardens and acquire new plants from other succulent 
growers.  Keep in mind that these viewing and sales are not official events 
sponsored or sanctioned by the club.  Be mindful that large gatherings are still 
prohibited; always practice optimal preventive measures to minimize and avoid 
contracting the covid-19 infection; engage in any indoor/outdoor activities where 
potential close contact with others can occur at your own risk.  Need I say more- 
take all possible precaution! 

 
Continue on pg 2.  
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Plants of the     
Month 

 
Cactus – 
Crested, 
Monstrese, 
Variegates 
 
Succulent – 
Crested, 
Monstrose, 
Variegates 

 

 
 
Next Month 
  
Cactus –  
 

Succulent –  

 
NEXT MEETING, WEDNESDAY, No Sept. 2020 Meeting 

AT THE REDLANDS CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE  
1307 E CITRUS AVE, IN REDLANDS, CA 



 
For a safer enjoyment of succulents, 

consider viewing the abbreviated Succulent 
Plants Symposium sponsored by the 
Huntington Botanical Garden on September 
11th.  An email announcement was sent out 2 
weeks ago to members. 

 
Keep in touch-Phuc 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This Month 
We received this card from Joella Olson’s 
children and we wanted to share with our 
members.  We want to say Thank you to 
Joella’s family for the generous donation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Events for September 
 

CACTUS & SUCCULENT SALES 
during COVID-19 
 
Kimberly and Barry Urman  
are selling plants from their home in Yucaipa! 
 
Stop by and see their plants 
Find some to add to your collection 
  
MASKS REQUIRED 
Fridays ~ Saturdays ~ Sundays 
8:00 am - 1:00 pm 
 
34854 Cedar Avenue 
Yucaipa 92399 
or call for an appointment 
(909) 222-3326 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
  



Monsters 
   Buck Hemenway 
 Every so often, Mother Nature gets it 
wrong, or different, or just messes up.  We are 
constantly reminded by the presenters at our 
meetings, that there is never one exact way for a 
plant to look.  Variability of the genetic code when 
one plant’s pollen is introduced to another plant is 
what makes them interesting and different.  
Occasionally Mom gets wild with her design and 
gives us really different variations on the norm.   
 Many plant lovers and scientists consider 
Crested, monstrose and other genetic differences 
to be too far from normal and discard those from 
the seed batches.  Cactus & Succulent people are 
not of that mind.  The crazier the deviation from 
normal the better for us.   
 So, in this month, when we celebrate the 
best Dead Plant, we will also get to look at the 
wildest genetic weirdness that Mom can produce.    
 We have lumped all three basic deviations 
into the same basket.  Plants can be entered in the 
Mini-Show if they exhibit crested, monstrose or 
variegated leaves and or stems.  The plant must 
have at least 30% of the deviant form to qualify for 
the show.  Judging this miasma is not a simple 
task, but viewing it is always an exciting 
experience. 
 In particular, crested and monstrose plants 
have a much harder time growing than normal 
ones.  Usually, plants grow from the tips of their 
branches.  New little special cells are always 
forming at the very tip or apical growing point or 
meristem and that’s what causes a plant to get 
bigger.  Just imagine then that if instead of one 
apical point at the tip of each stem, you had a line 
(the crest) maybe 15 inches long that served the 
same purpose.  It would be much harder to grow 
when the roots must supply energy to that whole 
crest instead of a few branches.   

Monstrose growth is even worse.  The 
plant can’t decide where its growing point is and 
actually creates new growing points all over the 
plant.  That’s why many monstrose cacti for 
example, never get spines and some never bloom.  
It’s because every areole has decided to become 
the apical growing point and as such has no time 
or energy for normal functions such as spines and 
flowers. 

Variegated growth brings its own hazards 
to normal growth.  Much variegation is supplied 

courtesy of a plant virus.  Whether or not it is virus 
caused, it is obvious that the variegated part of the 
plant does not have as much green (chlorophyll) in 
it as the non variegated part.  That makes most 
variegated plants much more slow growing than 
their healthy cousins and more sensitive to the 
sun.  We should remember that some plants are 
variegated as a normal growing form. 

In general, the Monsters are less hardy 
than their normal counterparts.   

They get the same pests and tend to have a 
more difficult time with them. 

Usually, a plant will contain abnormal and 
normal growth.   In many cases a crested plant will 
send enough “normals” to cause them to outstrip 
the crest and soon, it will not be visible.  The 
normal growth will always be more vigorous than 
the abnormal.  It is recommended that one cut the 
normal growth off of a Monster, so that the 
abnormal growth persists and is what one sees. 

There seems to be no word in the English 
language as monstrose.  We would write 
Pachycereus schottii monstrosus as the proper 
binomial name of the Totem Pole cactus in the 
pseudo-latin.  The term monstrose is commonly 
used to describe the condition defined by 
monstrosus.  Likewise “cristata” is used to define 
the crested stated in a binomial and “variegata” 
for a variegate. 
 

 
Haageocereus pseudodomelanostele cristata 



Echeveria crest 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Pachycereus schottii  

Mammillaria bocasana 
 

 

 
Senecio talinoides cristata 

 

Pachycereus schottii monstrosus 
 

 
Mammillaria bocasana monstrosus “Fred” 
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